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	Around Brunner Cycle Ride

Saturday 4th May 2024
2019 saw Around Brunner have a major change, with the Start and Finish being at Moana Hotel Lake Brunner.  This changed the race significantly and eliminates a number of traffic issues in central Greymouth. 
This Iconic West Coast event should be on everyone's bucket list and an event you just want to keep coming back too.  With the start and Finish in the small township of Moana on the banks of Lake Brunner, it is an amazing setting for a bike race and to enjoy the West Coast hospitality.
In 2024, both the Around Brunner 130km and Enduro 260km will be held.
This fantastic event is in its 17th year.
Around Brunner caters for all competitors from the Elite rider through to the Recreational Rider with age group categories throughout. We'll even cater for those that want to ride their e-Bike in the event, as this keeps so many riders active.  Riding an e-Bike means you're non-competitive but still doing the event and eligible for spot prizes.

Around Brunner started as a 130km sealed circuit cycle ride taking you through some of the most stunning scenery New Zealand has to offer. In 2015 the Enduro, 2 laps of the traditional ride being 260km was introduced and in 2019 the change of the start/finish to Moana Lake Brunner.

The Teams event will still be held with the changeover at Kumara Domain. 
Prize giving will be at the Hotel Lake Brunner at approx. 3:00pm.  This gives all riders 6 hours to complete the 130km and 10 and a half for the Enduro riders.
Two Events:
* Around Bunner 130km (Individual)
	* Around Bunner 130km (Team of 2)


* Around Brunner Enduro 260km (Individual)


Click here for 2023 Photos 
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All competitors will start together in a controlled mass start, with the faster riders at the front based on your estimated finish time. After approximately 700m as you leave Moana the lead vehicle will pull away, this gets everyone out of Moana and on to the highway safely.
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